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CONCURRENT MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS  

ANNOUNCES AS9100 REV C CERTIFICATION 

 

Concurrent Manufacturing Solutions is pleased to announce the achievement of AS9100 Rev C 

Certification, for its Ozark, Missouri location. 
 
AS9100 is the internationally recognized Quality Management System standard specific to the aerospace, 
aviation and defense industries. This standard is strongly supported and adhered to by major aerospace OEMs 
and is being required by vendors within the supply chain on an increasing basis.  
 
AS9100 certification reflects Concurrent’s commitment to meeting and exceeding the increasingly stringent 
industry requirements for aerospace related products and assures our manufacturing processes consistently 
meet the requirements and expectations of customer’s presenting the most challenging applications. 
 
This certification strengthens Concurrent’s competitive position and standardizes quality, reliability and safety 
processes across its aerospace programs.  AS9100 is managed by the International Aerospace Quality Group 
(IAQG) andbased on the ISO 9001:2008 quality management standard.  It provides 80 additional requirements 
and 18 amplifications specific to aerospace business operations. 
 
According to Ian Turnbull, Head of Corporate Quality at Concurrent Manufacturing Solutions, LLC, "The AS9100 
certification is the standard to which aerospace suppliers are measured and reflects the continuous 
improvement efforts and commitments made by our employees to deliver the highest quality products to our 
customers. The addition of AS9100 Certification compliments Concurrent’s ISO 9001:2008 Certification and 
highlights the company's focus on supporting the stringent requirements of the aerospace, aviation, and 
defense industries.  The process of upgrading our quality management system to AS9100C began a year ago 
when we decided to expand our market presence by serving the aerospace industry.  The team made the 
commitment to compliance then stepped up to the challenge of upgrading the quality management system, 
resulting in the successful achievement of the AS9100C certification. Moreover, pursuing AS9100C certification 
was a logical next step for improving our system while growing our business.” 
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We are also pleased to announce that our Hialeah, Florida facility is well on its way to achieving AS9100 
Certification and is on target to have certification complete in Q2 of 2014. 
 
 

About Concurrent Manufacturing Solutions 
Concurrent Manufacturing Solutions LLC offers manufacturing solutions as a valued partner to OEM 
Manufacturers of electronic assemblies. Concurrent provides a range of production design and contract 
manufacturing services including cable harnesses, printed circuit boards, backplanes, metal enclosures and 
complete box build services, all at competitive prices with world class quality, delivery and service. Concurrent 
has its business headquarters in Hialeah, FL and operates ISO 9001:2008 certified facilities at locations in Florida, 
Missouri, Texas and Matamoros, Mexico. 
www.concurrentmfg.com 
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